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Conservation, sustainable management of animal genetic resources is critical for effective
functioning of terrestrial ecosystems. However, for various reasons, focus on sustainable
management of farm animal genetic resources received much less attention globally. India
is bestowed with great variety of animal breeds and is the seat for enormous diversity.
Conservation of these resources have mostly happened most effectively in the hands of
local and rural communities in the country.
Keeping in line with the equity and ethical principles of not only recognising the
contributions of local communities in management of these breeds across India, the
National Biodiversity Authority is keen to initiate action for the sustainable management
of these resources and is pleased to be associated with SEVA, an NGO based in Tamil
Nadu for promoting efforts in recognizing the conservation action of local communities
across India through the ‘Breed Saviour Awards’ in the last few years.
In continuation of these efforts, the Authority is finalizing plans for formalising the
Awards from 2012 as an institutional Award from NBA itself in partnership with relevant
agencies.
I am happy that the awards for 2011 are being given away in Chennai on 10 January
2012. I sincerely hope that the efforts of recognizing and rewarding community action
will continue not only through the awards but also through on the ground work at local
level. NBA is committed to protection, conservation and sustainable management of
animal genetic resources and will partner with relevant agencies in these efforts.
Let me congratulate SEVA and LIFE Network for their untiring efforts and wish the
Award Ceremony all the very best!

Dr. Balakrishna Pisupati
www.nbaindia.org
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A ckn owledgement

SEVA Sustainable agriculture & Environmental Voluntary Action
45, TPM Nagar, Viratipathu, Madurai - 625 010. Tamilnadu, India.
Phone : 0452 - 2380082, 2380943 Fax (PP) : 0452 - 2300425
e-mail : vivekseva@gmail.com , www.sevango.in

Article 8 (i) of Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) recognizes indigenous
knowledge. Under Access and Benefit Sharing regime of CBD, it proposes
incentives for communities conserving genetic diversity. In order to fulfill
this objective SEVA in association with LIFE Network supported by National
Biodiversity Authority has been organizing Breed Saviour Awards to pastoralists /
livestock keepers / associations from 2009 onwards. Now during this year we are
presenting ‘Breed Saviour Award 2011’ to 20 pastoralists / livestock keepers on
10 January 2012 at a Workshop on ‘Community Conservation of Local Livestock
Breeds’ at Chennai.
Breed Saviour Award is one of many activities of LIFE Network i.e. promoting
Breeders’ Associations, Livestock Keepers’ Rights (LKR), breed documentation
and community Bio-Cultural Protocols (BCPs) for livestock keeping communities,
marketing niche products from local breeds, networking, training, capacity building
and advocating holistic conservation approaches which preserve all components of
biodiversity, wildlife, local livestock breeds, agriculture biodiversity, ecosystems
and traditional wisdom.
We are thankful to National Biodiversity Authority for extending financial
support for organizing the Breed ‘Saviour Awards 2011’ Ceremony, LIFE
Network members, volunteers for documenting livestock keepers conserving
native breeds, LPP for supporting LIFE Network meeting on 9 Janavury 2012,
Tamil Nadu Veterinary Animal Science University for arranging logistics,
stay / meeting facilities at Farmers Hostel, Madhavaram for the participants.
We look forward for our continued association in order to promote socially
inclusive and ecologically sustainable livestock farming in tune with nature.

P. Vivekanandan
Executive Director
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Kharai Camel Breed
Conserved by

Sri Adam Abdreman Jat
Bhachau, Kutch, Gujarat
Mobile : 09727632548

Family Background
Adam (36) is a camel breeder in Jangi hamlet, Kachchi region of Gujarat. He belongs to Fakirani Jat - sub caste
of Muslim community. All his family members (6 including son and daughters) are not educated and depending
on camel rearing since last 7-8 generations. Thir family is known for Kharai Camel rearing, their breeding and
identification of potential grazing sites with seasonal understanding of natural resources. They don’t have agricultural
land. During grazing, his sons are also supporting this activity. He is taking care of 85 camels and out of which
25 camels are his own and 60 camels from Rabari communitiy for grazing with mutual understanding and sharing
traditional way of practices since generation. For this practice, they have unwritten communal agreement for male
and female calves sharing between them. He used to keep a breeding male in his herd for natural breeding. To
avoid inbreed, he changes bull every four years.
Life-Style
They are living in their traditional house called Pakha-made from local available floral species like Ikad, Pan etc.
They are nomadic; during monsoon they graze camel in Mangroves in Gulf of Kutch near Kandla creek. Near
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Dewali their camels used to move from Mangroves of Creek to Chhari-Dhandh wet land (which is located in Banni
Grassland) where plenty of grazing resources are available. During their staying in chhari-Dhandh they stay in
temporary thatched house (which we build from local timber and local grasses). They shift their temporary house
from one location to other location with their camel. They move more than 20 km during late winter and summer
days for grazing their animals. As usual with other pastoralist communities during monsoon season, they used to
comeback to their native place /banni grazing land.
They believe in movement, as our old saying “dudh me nu makhan kadnu nahi; gaghe ke vaknu nahi; pakhe ke
chadnu nahi. Jade he thindo, kayamat aanje najeek aahe!” It says never remove the butter from your milk as milk
is your primary nutrition, will affect your health; never sell the intricately embroidered cloths the women wear as
this is a gift that one family shares with another and is the symbol of your social relationships in the community;
and never stop living in temporary homes you build in the grassland, as this ensures that you are always on the
move allowing the grassland to recuperate behind you. The day this happens, remember dooms day is close!
Details of Camel Breed Conservation
Adam families keeping this kharai camel for the last 6 generations viz., approximately more than 300 years. He
remembers, once upon a time, our taluka-Bhachau recorded with maximum numbers of camels in district when
grazing resources were also sufficient for camels. But, now scenario is being changed and pressure on our
natural resources through developmental activities further destroyed their breed and their livelihood. Camel breed
- Kharai is being survived in dual ecosystem i.e. terrestrial on land and coastal-wetland, and feeding on terrestrial
as well as mangroves flora. But, since last few years, due to industrialization and encroachment on grazing lands
in Bhachau Taluk camel breeders are facing severe problems. With this circumstance migrate in and around the
Chhari Dhandh-Banni area (approximately more than hundred kms. from my his native grazing ground) during
worst condition to conserve their breed. However, more and more grazing areas are being taken away by the
industries. Presently, they formed our association called “Kachchh Unt Uchherak Maldhari Sangathan” (Kachchh
Camel Breeders’ Association) to raise their issues and dialogue with Government.
Breeding Practices: They are following traditional natural methods to breed their animals. The following criteria or
characteristics are being followed to select potential bull for breeding…
l
Dam milk
l
Well built body and height
l
Particular body color
l
Long and thin leg
l
Hump thickness
l
Scrotum and Penis position and size
They have conserved this breed with true to their blood line by giving name to each animals, offspring carrying
same name of its mother, since last seven-to-eight generation.
Disease/Ailment Traditional Practices include : for Khaji apply oil on infected skin; for tympany give mixture of
salt, onion and kari ziri; for Fulu Use Khadi Sakar and spraying milk on infected eye ; for Fracture use kerad
charcoal with ghee for strengthening.
During last couple of years Adam lost few camels due to diseases like Fitoda (Trypanosomiasis), Khaji (Dermatitis)
and disease to respiratory system. But, today he keeps 80 camels. In addition, selective breeding bring back
qualities of his animals whereas rotational grazing system followed in grazing areas, helped him to increase the
number of camels. While, for economic purpose, he sells 6-7 camels with worth of Rs.6,000 to 10,000 per animal to
breeders from Rajasthan and Mehsana for transportation, agriculture purpose and for milk sold in local market.

Documented by

:

Sahjeevan
175, Jalaram Society - Vijay Nagar,
Hospital Road, Bhuj, Kutch
Tel : 02832 - 251814 & 251914
E-mail : rkb335@gmail.com
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Kharai Camel breed
Conserved by

Sri Amand Varindh Jat

Mohadi, Abdasa, Kachchhi, Gujarat
Mobile : 09913394389
Family background
Amand (50), belongs to Fakirani Jat- sub caste of Muslim community in Mohadi hamlet in Kachchi region of
Gujarat..He is a camel breeder and his entire family of 14 members are depending on this occupation since last
5-7 generations. They did not attend school education but fully involved in camel keeping from childhood. During
migration his sons also support grazing of herd with 85 camels (own camels 40 + Rabari community camles 45).
In addition he is cultivating 2 acres of dry land in his village. In his herd a total of 85 camels including 45 camels
belong to Rabari communities are being reared by him with mutual understanding and sharing traditional way of
practices since generation. For this practice, they have unwritten communal agreement for male and female calves
sharing between them. In his herd a total of 16 camels are adult, 11 are calves and 12 are young once. In addition,
a breeding male in the herd for natural breeding. To avoid inbreeding, bull is changed every four years.
Life-Style : They are living in traditional house called Pakha-made from local available floral species like Ikad, Pan
etc. Their situation been worst during summer and post winter when availability of water and fodder are very scanty
and scattered; and this time move even more than 20 kms. per day. As usual with other pastoralist communities
during monsoon season, they also used to comeback at their native traditional grazing areas. But, since last couple
of years due to industrialization and encroachment on grazing lands in Abdasa Taluka, camel breeders’ are being
faced severe problems. As other business, market forces were also affected their traditional way to sell animals
(i.e. male for local travel purpose and female for milk) and in recent after forming breeders’ association, now they
have also expectation to develop local market strategies for value-based products from their animals.
Details of Breed Conservation
His family has been keeping this camel breed since last six generations say approximately more than 250 years
He remembers earlier days with his herds taluka-Abdasa
been recorded with remarkable numbers of camels and
grazing resources mainly mangrove areas were also sufficient
for available camels. But now scenario is being changed
and pressure on natural resources at coastal belt through
industrialization and associated activities further challenged
their breed and their livelihood.
He narrates that - “As we know, our camel breed - Kharai
survive in dual ecosystem i.e. terrestrial-on land and coastalwetland, and feeding on saline terrestrial species like sueda
sp., salvadora sp, creza cretica, Azadirecta indica as well as
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leaves of mangroves. With other camel breeders, I used to go with my herd in mangrove batches and also
stayed overnight during monsoon season; we used to have a tea and meal on mangrove is-land as our traditional
practices; while during high tide we used to climb tree and making our food on tree itself without destroying natural
habitat. But, since last couple of years due to industrialization, increasing salinity, degradation in grazing routes
and encroachment on grazing lands in Abdasa Taluka, myself with other camel breeders are being faced severe
problems for sustaining our livelihood. With this circumstance, other breeders sold their animals and changed
their lifestyle, but in my case we continue camel rearing with all hardship.”
Characteristics of Kharai Camel
Physical /Qualitative Parameter
Body Size
Head
Neck
Ear
Chest Pad
Body Color
Leg
Foot pad
Tail
Udder shape
Teat

Characteristics
Medium and slightly round back side
Large
Thick
Erect ears with tip slightly curved inside and more wool on
ears
Small and short
Mostly brown white mix and dark black
Large and thin
Medium
Short
Bowel, Round and pendulous
Tube or funnel

Habitat

Survive in duel ecosystem (dryland and coastal), can swim
through sea water, stay at bets for 3 months after monsoon

Feeding
Disease
Milk production

Saline species
Less skin disease
2.5 - 3 Lit / day

Breeding Practices
They are following traditional natural methods to breed our animals. The following criteria or characteristics are
being followed to select potential bull for breeding : dam milk; well built height body, particular body color; long
and thin leg; hump thickness; scrotum and penis position and size
They have conserved this breed with true their blood line by giving name to each animal, offspring carrying same
name of its mother, since last 6 generations.
Traditional Practices followed
For arthritis give oil and khajuri; for khaji use oil; for tympany give salt, onion and mustard oil; for fulu use sugar
and milk; for fracture make a charcoal from the stick of kerad and mix with ghee / milk and make a laddu and
give up to 10–15 days; for bant/respiratory problem give onion.
During last couple of years he lost number of animals due to diseases like Fitoda/ (Trypanosomiasis), Khaji
(Dermatitis) and respiratory disease. But, today he keeps 85 camels. In addition, selective breeding bring back
qualities of his animals whereas rotational grazing system followed in grazing areas, helped him to increase the
number of camels. While, for economic purpose, he sells 5-10 camels with worth of Rs.8,000/- to Rs.15,000/- per
animal to breeders from Rajasthan and Mehsana for transportation, agriculture purpose and for milk sold in local
market.
Documented by

:

Sahjeevan,
175, Jalaram Society, Vijay Nagar,
Hospital Road, Bhuj, Kutch
Tel No. 02832-251814 & 251914
E-mail : rkb335@gmail.com
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Attappady Black Goat
Conserved by

Sri Masanan

S/o Maniyan, Narasimukku Adivasi Colony, Alantharai,
Agali Post, Palakkad District, Kerala,
Mobile : 9544489611
Family background
Masanan is about 60 Years old, and belongs to Irula, one of the Tribal community (“Aadivasi” in Malayalam) of
Kerala, residing at the Narasimukku Aadivasi Colony in Palakkad district of Kerala. They are one of the oldest
tribal community of the western ghats region. Masanan’s generation does not have any formal education. Goat
and cattle rearing has been part of their life. Masanan, like other members of the colony, own land. Since there
are forest land and hillocks near the colony (where their their earlier generations used to live), they use the same
forest land / hillocks for grazing / browsing their goat and cattle. The young ones of thes goats mostly live inside
the house and are the “close firends” of the grandchildren of Masanan. The goat shed & cow shed is very close to
their own house (hut) and bigger than their own house (shows the value they give to the livestock). Masanan lives
with his wife in the house and the married daughter comes home with children during school holidays. Children
are literate. Masanan owns 1 acre of land cultivates paddy and groundnut. He keeps 18 Attappady black goats
including 2 bucks and 15 Petty Maadu cattle including 2 calves.
Masanan’s family had been keeping these goats for probably 5 generations and they have not purchased any goat
from outside. The tribal families keep Attapady goats since many generations. Mani who is about 75 years old, the
mother of Masanan, told the present goats are the decedents of the goats her father got from their fore-fathers.
The known history seems to be for atleast 5 generations. They never buy any cattle or goats from outside. They
will sell few of these only when they really need money for some urgent need like childrens’ education, marriage
or some other such rituals (Their money needs are limitted). The family can get about Rs.18,000 to Rs.20,000 in
a year, through selling of goats.
Deatails of Breed Conservation
The species name is Caprahircus. It is known since a long
time,but no recordical evidence as to since when. As the name
says, they are fully balck in color, with “copperish” stain for
hairs.on the thighs. The eyes also have a copper tint. The breed
originated in Attappady region of Palakkad District of Kerala
and is reared mainly by the tribes of Attappady. This region
is inhabited by some of the major tribal communities of the
State known as Irulas, Mudukas and Kurumbas. Goat rearing is
mainly done by the tribal women. The tribal economy is mainly
dependent on goat rearing and some agricultural activities.
The local goat variety evolved and developed solely by these
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tribes over the ages, are medium sized, lean,long legged and slender bodied. The animals are maintained on
an extensive grazing(browsing) system. The males weigh around 35 kg and females 30 kg. They are healthy and
well adapted to the ecosystem and resistant to many diseases
Generally flocks of 10-20 goats reared by single farmer. The flocks are maintained mainly on extensive grazing/
browsing system. Country grass and local tree leaves are the main source of greens fed to the goats. Straws
of jowar, maize and dried vegetative parts of cowpea and groundnut are also used as dry fodder for the goats.
Banana leaves are also fed to the goats. Concentrate feeding is not at all practiced by the farmers / tribals.
The goats are taken out for grazing to the nearest hilly areas and forest areas around 9.00 - 10.00 a.m. in the
morning and brought back by 5.30 p.m. in the evening. Generally this is done by the women and elders. The
overall average grazing period was found to be 8 hrs. and coverage area is about 3 kms. Community grazing
is also a common practice in the area. Two or three flocks were taken go for grazing. Kids below three months
are kept in houses while others are let out for grazing. The rivers are the major sources of water and the goats
drink from the river during browsing.
These goats are reared mainly for meat production. They have good feed conversion efficiency. The body weight
performance of these breeds reared entirely on grazing without any grains or concentrates is said to be comparable
to that of any meat breed of goat in India. Milking is not done for these goats and kids suckle the milk.
The black colour is another special quality which make them a highly attractive meat animal for tribes and also
others as evident from the buyers reaching the native tract from North Kerala and Tamilnadu. Natural service is
practised in the flock.The male selection is based on the size.Females retained are also based on size. It appears
that this phenotypic selection based on size for a highly heritable character is an apt and effective method. Single
births are more common than twin or multiple. The use of the goats is limited to meat and the income derived
from that.The meat of this variety is tasty as well as believed to have medicinal values. These goats are not
reared for milk.
From 18 goats and about the same number of native cattle the family makes a good amount. He says he can
get Rs.18,000 - 20000 a year from goats. The investment is only the labour. During day time one family member
has to be with the goats going out for browsing.The goats specially the males are sold for meat purpose. The
meat of the black goats is a delicacy and sold at higher price. Does are not milked and as such there is no
direct income from milk.
The goats are a part of the family and they are cared like the children in the house. The children grow with the
kids. This man animal relationship is one great achievement. Kids are kept inside and not let out with adults. But
grownup children and women take the goats for browsing and the goat keeping is a joint venture of the family.
It enhances the family bonding. The feeding system brings in great food value for the meat produced. Grains or
concentrates are not fed to the animals. What is to be remembered in this context is the whole world is looking
towards organic farming and grass / fodder fed animal products. This is considering the high level of immunity
incorporated through such feeds. Grass-fed beef, or beef produced from cattle fed only forage and no grain
has been reported to contain higher oncentrations of vitamin A, vitamin E, increased levels of omega-3, a more
desirable omega-3:omega-6 ratio, and increased levels of conjugated linoleic acid (helping good cholesterol level),
all substances with favorable biological effects on human health. Years and years back the Adivasi does it and
the so called modern world is starting to realise it only now. This again gives the message “Return to nature”
conservation of rare breeds is absolutely necessary and this is the most valuable butsilent message Masanan
gives to the world.

Documented by

:

Dr. Sosamma Iype
A-37, Indira Nagar, Mannuthy,
Thrissur, Kerala.
Phone: 0487 237 0689
Email : sosammaiype@gmail.com
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Hajra Poultry Breed
Conserved by

Sri Deepak Kumar Dehury

Jakeikala, Jakeikala Post, Boneigarh Via,
Sundargarh District,
Mobile : 0 88958 35370
Family back ground
Deepak Kumar Dehury is a young livestock keeper of 23 years age. He keeps “Hajra” breed of poultry bird since
last 7 years. He is fatherless since child hood and has passion for keeping Hajra breed of poultry bird. He loves
keeping poultry birds of local breed, because these are very sturdy and used in fighting game. He owns two acres
of land where he cultivates paddy and maize. He has 100 numbers of Hajra birds in his village and sales them
in local market as fighting birds. He belongs to Chasa community, another back ward caste (OBC) of Odisha.
He earns good money by raising and selling Hajra birds at Rs.2500 / bird at the age of one year. He is bachelor
and lives with his widowed mother and a younger brother.
Details of Breed Conservation
Deepak Kumar Dehury is keeping Hajra bird since last 7 years. During his child hood days his late father Sri
Kabi Bhusan Dehurywas keeping these birds and after his death Deepak is keeping Hajra birds in a big and
better way.
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Hajra breed of bird is sturdy. Cocks are reddish and hens are whitish black with red
taller birds which are disease resistant and well adapted to local climate of extreme
hot during summer. The birds are free range birds and need no external inputs like
bird of one year age weighs 3 kg and a female bird weighs 1.5-2 kg.The hens are
nearly 200 eggs a year.

tinged feathers. These are
cold in winter and extreme
formulated feed. One male
not good layers. They lay

There are nearly 12,000 numbers of birds in the locality and these are going to be dwindled in face of commercial
broiler farms in the locality.
Hajra breed of poultry bird kept by Deepak Kumar Dehury are kept in free range. But he keeps them in small
pens, during nights.He keeps these birds mostly for selling as fighting birds in local market. One year old cock
fetches Rs.2,500/ and he sells 60 birds a year with a turnover of Rs.1.5 lakh.
Traditional knowledge used in Poultry keeping
Deepak uses some traditional knowledge like feeding the birds with onions, prevent Ranikhet disease and for
deworming he uses turmeric powder. For other viral diseases like foul pox he uses Aloe vera juice.
Deepak takes special care for hatching of eggs by use of mild fire by burning rice bran in an earthen made plate.
He has his own skill of maintaining the right incubation temperature by use of rice bran fire in a hatching room.
He is successfully doing this since last 7 years
For wound healing, Deepak uses juice of banana stem juices from young banana shoot, which heals within 24 hours
of application. This breed and the keeper were scouted by our “Pathe Paathshaalaa” in the village of Jakeikala.

Documented by

:

Dr. Balaram Sahu
Innovate Orissa Initiative,
Bhubaneswar
Mobile : 94372 90258
E-mail : balaram.sahu@gmail.com
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Bolangir Sheep Breed
Conserved by

Sri Dhoba Patel

Brahmanipali Village, Kushmel Post,
Chandanvati Via, Bolangir District, Odisha
Mobile : 09937608204
Family Back ground
Sri Dhoba Patel is a 51 years old farmer of village Brahmanipali of Bolangir district. He is a livestock keeper who
is keeping livestock for last 40 years, since his childhood days. He has studied up to M.Com and instead of doing
any job he looked for his family tradition of agriculture and sheep rearing. He rears Bolangir breed of sheep and
has 70 no of pure breed sheep. Being an educated farmer, he never thought of leaving livestock rearing and to
do other profitable business. He also grows paddy, maize, Koda and other minor millets. He has 10 acres of land
out of which he has 5 acres of pasture land in which he grazes his animals on rotational basis.
“This herd of sheep is my bank account” – says Dhoba Patel. Whenever he needs money in emergency, he sells
some of his animals and meets the expenditure. He is able to give higher education to his son upto graduation,
and his son also helps in his sheep rearing work.
Dhoba Patel belongs to Agharia Community and lives a simple agricultural oriented village life. He lives with his
mother, wife, two sons and a daughter
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Details of Breed Conservation
Dhoba Patel is keeping Bolangir breed of sheep in his village Brahmanipali. Their family is keeping Bolangir breed
of sheep since last 80 years or more, since his great grand fathers’ time (4 generations). He keeps the most
active male (ram) for the breeding purpose and exchange with the ram of other herds in nearby village. He also
names his breeding rams as Agasti, Bsistha etc to recognize the breeds’ male line.
The Bolangir breed of sheep is medium size, meat type, disease and tropical climate and hot climate resistant
breed. An average adult male (ram) weighs 45 kg-50kg and adult female weighs 35 kg.The wool is coarse and the
body color is golden brown. The specialty of the breed is, it is hardy, disease and hot climate resistant. Bolangir
breed of goats are confined to Bolangir district and the total population is approximately Rs.17,000/-.
Bolangir breed of sheep is meat type. It is famous for its hardy life, disease resistance and hot climate resistance
character. The live stock keeper maintains his herd by grazing in the village and his own pasture land. He hardly
gives outside feed from the market. He sells up to 50 heads of animals in local market and gets nearly Rs.1,55,000/anually for which he spends hardly Rs.10,000/- a year.
Dhoba Patel arranges a ram exchange meet every year in his village where they select ram of vigor from a distant
herd for breeding for the next year. Sri Patel says the meat is very tasty and is used in religious ceremonies as
well as gift in marriages.
Traditional Knowledge followed
For treating worm infestation he administering Asafoetida - 1gm with 50 gms of jaggery. It gives a six month
protection from worm.

Documented by

:

Dr. Balaram Sahu
Innovate Orissa Initiative,
Bhubaneswar
Mobile : 94372 90258
E-mail : balaram.sahu@gmail.com
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Kuji Duck Breed
Conserved by

Sri Raghumani Patel

Malmunda Post, Bolangir Via, Bolangir District, Odisha.
Mobile : 09937765659
Family Background
Raghumani Patel has come from a lower middle class agricultural family. He has studied up to class 9 and keeping
livestock like cows, ducks and pigeon. He earns his living from cow keeping and indigenous duck keeping. His
father has 2 acres of land and a pond. In the pond he grows fish and also rears a local breed of duck called “KUJI
HANS”. Raghumani Patel rears 100 numbers of Kuji breed of ducks since 20 years. He lives with his parents, wife
and a son. He is 40 years old and has a very compassionate heart for animals. He rears Kuji ducks and has been
an example to other villagers to rear ducks commercially with much more profit than poultry keeping. By seeing
him, others are also rearing ducks on commercial basis. Another aspect of Raghumani is that he has kept nearly
300 numbers wild pigeon in his house for which he has developed innovative nests out of earthen pots.
Details of Conservation
Sri Raghumani Patel keeps 100 numbers of local breeds of Kuji ducks. This breed of duck is almost extinct. His
father was keeping this breed of duck, but in a lower key. Now he is commercially keeping this Kuji breed of duck
with good profit since last 20 years. He conserves Kuji ducks in unique way by making a pen, using local soil,
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bamboo scales and bamboo nets. The ducks are brownish grey, disease resistant variety. They rarely get affected
with any disease says Raghumani. These Kuji ducks feed on kitchen wastes, rice, gruel etc and needs no external
inputs like concentrates, medicines and vaccines. This breed of duck needs also little water, preferably in a tray of
earthen make for their keeping. Kuji breed of ducks are meat and egg types. Nearly on female bird lays 280 -300
eggs a year. There are hardly 1000 numbers of Kuji breed of duck in nearby area. The bird is nearly extinct.
Raghumani Patel keeps 100 number of Kuji ducks since last 15 years. Before to him, his father was keeping
this breed of duck. He breeds these ducks in traditional way. He never gives external food. These ducks are very
good range birds which feed on kitchen wastes, rice, village spinaches and gruel. To keep these birds, there is
no need of feed purchase- says Raghumani. Now he plans to raise this number to 200 in coming year, as there
is more demand from towns for their meet.
As there is special demand for the meat of this duck, he has also opened one road side hotel called ‘dhaba’
where he sells meat curry in high price. These birds also eat the leftover food of the hotel, for which he never
spends money. He prepares a special pakoda out of duck meat and sells in the Dhaba. From one duck he earns
Rs.1000/ a year in shape of meat and egg, in exchange of least expenses.

Documented by

:

Dr. Balaram Sahu
Innovate Orissa Initiative,
Bhubaneswar
Mobile : 9437290258
E-mail : balaram.sahu@gmail.com
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Ganjam Goat Breed
Conserved by

Sri Laxman Behera

Minagadia Village, Korada Post,
Nuagaon Via, Nayagarh District, Odisha
Mobile : 09178806196
Family Background
Laxman Behera of village Minagadia in Nayagarh district of Odisha is a livestock keeper of Ganjam breed of
goats. Presently he keeps 800 numbers of goats, and his forefathers are keeping Ganjam breed of goats since
last 4 generations. He belongs to Gouda caste of community who rears goat in traditional way. He is a farmer
with 3 acres of land in which he grows paddy and minor millets like ragi. He is a lower middle class farmer who
lives in his village along with his wife, and old parents. All his family members are dedicated to rear and conserve
Ganjam breed of goat. They graze their animals in village and public forest area. Because of his responsible
grazing practices, the forest officials have allowed him to graze their goats in the forest. He keeps Ganjam goats
near his house, in a specially built shed made from wooden plank as floor, in an elevated bhada.
Details of Breed Conservation
Laxman Behera’s family is keeping Ganjam breed of goats since last 4 generations. His father was a renowned
breeder and seller of Ganjam bucks in the area. He is also now keeping, maintaining vigor and prized Ganjam
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bucks for breeding and exchange with the bucks in other herds in the distant locality.Ganjam breed of goats are
hardy, elongated body with jet black, white and mixed color. The body texture is very glossy and is meat type.
The goats are well known for the good taste of the meat. Presently he keeps 800 numbers of goats and there
are a total of approximately 70,000 of Ganjam goats in the locality of Ganjam and Nayagarh district.
Breed Characteristics
Size (Average)
Body weight (kg)
Body length (cm)
Chest girth (cm)

Adult Male
44
76
83

Adult Female
31.5
67
74.5

Animals are tall, coat color varies but black predominates over white, brown or spotted. Hairs are short and
lustrous. Both sexes have long and straight horns directed upward and slightly backward
The Behera family is conserving the goats since last 70 years. They graze goats traditionally and breed their does
by selective, vigor bucks.They usually get the best buck by exchanging the bucks with herds of neighbor district
of Ganjam. This Ganjam breed of goat is very hardy and meat type. It is described by the local farmers that the
Ganjam goats are very intelligent and are self treating animals. These goats search and eat the appropriate local
herbs in case of sickness like indigestion, diarrhea or worm loads.
Livestock keeper Laxman Behera builds special shed for the goats where goats are housed on an elevated
wooden platform. This helps him in controlling infectious diseases as well as keeping goats healthy and growing.
Laxman Behera sells his goats, mostly adult male and females from his herd itself. Buyers from different places
come and take their stocks directly from his village for which he has to face no problem of transport. He sells
an adult (1 – 1.5 year old) male or female goat for meat purpose at the rate of Rs.3,500 to Rs.4,000/ animal. A
prized buck is sold Rs.10,000/ buck. He never sells kids, says Laxman Behera.
Every year he arranges buck fair in his village where he exchanges bucks of proven performances with the herds
of other villages. This helps him in keeping the true blood of his Ganjam goats.
For his conservation work, Laxman Behera is awarded with District award and felicitated many times by the Dept
of Animal Husbandry, Odisha. He is often invited as resource person to give training to other farmers by the
Department.
A “Pathe Paathshaalaa” (Moving school for pastoralists) was conducted in his rearing site by Dr Balaram Sahu
on 16.1.2011 to give simple solutions on animal healing by Herbal regimens by use of local herbs

Documented by

:

Dr. Balaram Sahu
Innovate Orissa Initiative,
Bhubaneswar
Mobile : 9437290258
Email - balaram.sahu@gmail.com
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Chevvadu Sheep Breed
Conserved by

Sri Sudalaimuthu

S/o Chokalingam, Amman Kovil Street,
Ettankulam, Manur Block, Tirunelveli District.
Mobile : 7639250820
Family background
Sudalaimuthu is illiterate agricultural labourer. He belongs to Yadav community keeping 150 sheep of Chevvadu
(red coloured sheep). His main occupation is sheep rearing from seven years of his age. His family and children
education completely depends upon the income arising from sheep farming. His family members are also actively
involved in the sheep rearing over the last 6 genrtaions. The mode of grazing of animals is on wasteland,
uncultivable and promboke land.
Details of conservation of breed
Hindus in Tirunelveli and Thoothukudi district area might have preferred single coloured sheep especially red coloured
sheep (locally called as sengutti) for religious rituals (offering after slaughter in temples). This paved the way for
developing a red coated sheep without any other colour markings. The sheep farming community of southern
Tamil Nadu with a sole aim of improving the live weight of their stock had resorted to indiscriminate breeding over
the past few decades and has resulted in dwindling population sizes of some of the indigenous breeds of sheep.
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One such breed namely ‘Chevaadu’, has also met with the same fate. As his interest to conserve the Chevaadu
sheep is not only for cultural importance but also for easy maintenance during severe draught period since the
breed is small in body size and disease resistence.
Chevaadu sheep are small to medium size animal. They are light brown in colour. Complete brown and tan varieties
are also noticed in considerable number giving resemblance to Madras red sheep. The males have medium (13
cm) to long horns (51 cm).
Males are selected for breeding based on true to breed type : height, weight, growth, vigour and general appearence.
The rams are restricted for breeding for about one two years in a flock. They purchase goodlooking young rams
from market called sengida inorder to avoid inbreeding. Present status of Chevaadu sheep is secure. However,
for the past ten years Chevaadu sheep is gradualy loosing breed characteristics because of uncontroled breeding
reciprocally between breeds of sheep. Poulation is estimated at 15,000 – 25,000. Maintained purebred Chevaadu
sheep. Adopted selective breeding. Once in a year purchased elite rams for further breeding. Kept elite ewes
maximum breeding life.
Hindus in Tirunelveli and Thoothukudi district area might have preferred single coloured sheep especially Chevaadu
sheep for religious rituals (sacrificing rams for Godesses). For this reason Chevaadu sheep farmers fetch more
income by sale of ram lambs.
Open grazing system is followed.Two men are needed to look after 150 sheep. During summer sheep are pooled
from herders and it is known as Kidai upto 1,000 and taken for grazing to more than 50-60 km away from their
village to Kutralam, Sengotta in search of greens for about 4 months. Generally male progeny from flock red are
not used for further breeding. Once in a year elite rams (two numbers) are purchased from other flocks and can
be used for breeding in his flock. The rams are purchased on the basis of phenotypic appearance especially
coat colour (light brown - pullai sevalai i.e., white mixed brown colour) which is more demand in village temple
festival
At present he is having 165 Chevaadu sheep (breedable female is 121). Every year he disposes 40-50 ram lambs
at the age of 2½ to 3 months. The cost of 3 months old ram lamb is ranged from Rs.1,700 – Rs.2,000/-. So at
least Rs.1,00,000 is derived through rearing of Chevaadu sheep.
Apart from the regular increase in demand for mutton in Tamil Nadu and also due the scope of fetching premium
price for this type of sheep during festival season he continued to rear this breed which was followed by his
ancestors. Breeding is done particularly by selecting the ram and ewe based on their brown coated colour so that
there will be a high demand for that particular type of colour which fetches me extra income. Hence he continues
propagating this breed and conserving this breed.
Documented by

:

Dr. T. Ravimurgan,
Assistant Professor, 						
Dept. of Animal Genetics and Breeding,		
Veterinary College,
Namakkal- 637002. Tamil Nadu.
Mobile : 9488107766(O), 0462 2930525
E-mail : agbravi@gmail.com
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Kanniyadu Goat Breed
Conserved by

Smt. Subbuthai

W/o Thavasilingam, Yadavar Street, Duraisamypuram,
Mamsapuram Post, Sivakasi (Via), Virudhunagar District,
Mobile : 9944067746.
Family Background
Smt. Subbuthai (33) is agricultural labourer studied up to 5th standard. She belongs to ‘Ekali’ community and her
in–laws are known for rearing this goat for many years. After her marriage she has been continuing goat rearing
in her family. Now she maintains 18 number of Kanniyadu trype. Her husband Sri Thavasilangam is a agricultural
laborer and occasionally he helps her in goat keeping. Subbuthai’s father–in law Sri Karuppiah is known for best
breeder in Kanniyadu in Duraisamypuram village. Nowadays there are only 3 families are still rearing this breed in
Duraisamypuram village while many families have abandoned this due to sudden mortality happened to this goats
because of enterotoxaemia disease over the last two years. With this goat farming Subbuthai is able to support
the education of her two children: one boy is studying 5 th standard and girl is 10 th standard.
Details of Breed Conservation
The breed is black in colour except in the head and ear where white coloured stripes are noticed. On both sides
of face and also on eaRs.white stripes are seen. Some times white colour is replaced with dark brown colour. If
white stripes are noticed it is called as ‘Palkanni’ and if dark brown colour is noticed it is called as ‘Senganni’
type. It gives birth to one or two kids per lactation. This type of breed is common in many villages surrounding
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Duraisamypuram viz. Mettupatti, Kalingapatti, Kakkivadanpatti, Muthalapuram, Mavilpatti.The breed is seen in dry
lands (black cotton soil area) of Sivakasi, Sattur Talukas in Virudhunagar District, and Kovilpatti Taluka of Thoothukudi
District. Good males are selected based on breed characters and vogour ; sometimes she goes to Mettupatti
nearby village and obtain pure males from Naicker communities. She usually allows the males (for breeding
purpose) as temple goat and it is dedicated to local diety and will not be sold for that reason.
Open system of grazing is practiced by the family. Smt. Subbuthai is taking her flock in the morning by 10 a.m
and grazed up to 1.00 p.m and then animals are driven back to goat shed situated adjacent to her house. In
afternoon again animals are taken for grazing between 3.00 – 6.00 p.m. The shed size is open one with provision
for protection from rains ; the floor is renovated by spreading with gravel soil annually (2 tractor loads with Rs.800/
load).
Daily she uses 2 kilo of wheat bran as concentrate feed (and it costs Rs.22 per kilo) to all her 18 goats by mixing
it in drinking water. She spends annually about Rs.8,000/= towards the cost of concentrate feed and also leasing
of lands grown with Agathi (Sesbania grandiflora) in 45 cents (Rs.5,000 for 6 moths) for feeding the leaves during
summer months.
Young kids are disposed off when it attains age of 18 months weighing about 8-10 kilos at Rs.3000/- per goat. She
sells about 10 young ones in a year. In addition she sells 3 tractor loads of manure @ Rs.600/ truck (Rs.1800/-).
Her annual income is about Rs.32,000 through sale of goats with net profit of Rs.17,000/-.
Knowledge in Treatment of Disease
She is able to treat her goats by using medicinal plants available locally; however she is unable to treat disease
like Thullumari (entrotoxemia) associated with sudden death of goats during rainy season.
For Foot & Mouth Disease : For lesions in the foot and mouth she applies coconut oil mixed with kuppaimeni(Acalypha
indica), Aloe vera, turmeric and salt.
For Goats not taking drinking water and feed : She administers 100 ml of leaf extract prepared by grinding
pirandai (Cissus quadrangularis), betelvine leaves, Kovaichedi (Coccinia indica) and common salt.

Documented by

:

V. Alagumalai,
SEVA
3 Nov 2011
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Naattu Karuppadu Goat Breed
Conserved by

Sri M. Ganesan

S/o. Mani, Devendrapuram, Pamani Post, Mannargudi,
Thiruvarur District, Tamil Nadu – 614014.
Mobile : 088 70204268
Family background
Sri M. Ganesan (40) studied upto SSLC and he is an agricultural labour. He belongs to Pallan (SC) community.
He and his father are engaged in grazing the goats and also gathering /cutting grasses / foliage of tree fodder
viz. subabul, neem tree, karuvel and other available trees from common lands and feed them. Traditionally the
breed of goat is maintained by this family by generation after generation. The total population of this goat is
around less than 10,000 in this district.
This breed is found in Thuruvarur and Nagapattinum District of Tamil Nadu. Moreover the habitat and origin of this
goat breed is very nearer to the habitat of the well known popular indigenous cattle breed known as Umbalacherry.
Sri M.Ganesan is maintaining 25 number of animal as a base stock and regularly the progenies are sold in sandy
and for other farmers.
The goats are reared mostly in extensive system of grazing and tethering by farmers. Common property resources
during cropping seasons and harvested paddy fields during post-harvest season form the main fodder and grazing
resource for the goat rearing. No supplementary feeding is given in addition to grazing by the farmers.
Details of Breed Conservation
The goat breed “Karunkanni” is also called with local synonyms such as “Pathiniaadu, Karunkanni aadu and
Naattukkaruppadu”. They are small black coloured, shiny, active and alert goat breed.
By observation, the breed “Karunkanni” goat is noticed jet black in color with glossy and shiny hair coat in both
buck and does. The animal is shorter in height with compact body with typically strong, short and slender legs.
The bucks are presented with strong pointed horns directing upwards and backwards. Slight roman nose and
prominent beard with majestic appearance is noticed in bucks.
Does are also horned but smaller in size. The abdomen of does
is more capacious and slightly pendulous with well developed
udder which are related to high prolificacy and mothering ability.
The approximate age at first kidding was reported to be 10 to
14 months with remarkable incidence of twinning and triplets.
The body weight and its measurements of “Karunkanni” goat
are presented in the following table.
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Body weight and body measurements
Age

Sex

Body
Weight
(kg)

Ear
length
in cm

Horn
length
in cm

Height
at wither
in cm

Body
length
in cm

Chest
girth
in cm

Abdomen
girth
in cm

2
Teeth

Male

20-26

12-14

10-12

58-62

49-52

62-66

77-79

Female

15.50-20

12-13

6-7

51-56

46-51

56-58

72-82

The elite “Karunkanni” goat germplasm which are fast growing are periodically getting eliminated from the breeding
flocks of goat keepers before attaining its maturity for meat purpose to local middleman and butchers, which fetch
premium price. Later the poor and inferior animals are retained and turned as breeding stock due to ignorance of
the goat keepers, especially bucks may be the significant reason for rapid decrease in its population and genetic
potential. Hence the breed has to be protected and conserved.
A ever raising high demand for chevon also leads to transportation of huge stock of goat to neighboring states
and in particular Pondicherry regularly by middle man and animal traders which may also result in decrease in
its population.
The traditional technique and practice are followed in selection of buck and doe by farmers for further rearing. He
selects good breeding male kid for breeding purpose from the first kidding goats which has gives birth to single
kid and therefore nourished well.Such males are very active, well grown and more strength he feels. Animals from
twins or triplets are not preferred as future breeding bucks.
The breed of goat is highly adapted to this local climatic condition with for wet land browsing and grazing ability.
The breed is reported to be naturally resistant to fluke and worm infestation which is a major threat to health of
all ruminants grazing in and around wetland areas. Farmers in these region opined that the bottle jaw condition
was widely noticed in sheep and exotic cattle and not in “Karunkanni” goats. The parasitic resistance of the breed
needs further investigation.
The primary occupation of rural population in the breeding tract of “Karunkanni” goat is agriculture. Paddy cultivation
forms the sole activity during monsoon. Cropping pattern of intensive paddy cultivation in the region is occupying
the farmers and farm labourer employment only during transplanting paddy seedlings and harvest and post-harvest
related works.
The goat keeping provides year round employment and sustainable income for almost all the small, marginal
farmer and landless agriculture labourers who comprise majority of the rural population.
During summer season or rainy season Sri Ganesan and his father are engaged in grazing the goats and also
gathering /cutting grasses / foliage of subabul,neem tree, karuvel tree from common lands and feed them. He
feeds about 1 kilo subabul / neem leaves /hariyali grass per goat per day.
He disposes nearly about 30 goats annually once while its attains market age at 12 months ; he also sells the
collected and stored goat manure of 3 cart loads valued at Rs.3000/-. His gross total income from goat keeping
is around Rs.1 lakh and derives a net income not less than Rs.50,000/- and with this money he says he was able
to meet out expenses of 3 sisters marriage comfortably.
More over the chevon ranks first among meat in consumer preference and ever increasing demand in the market
throughout the state has made goat rearing as an asset and profitable venture among the resource poor mass.
Because of the various advantages of the breed is preserved and maintained for these regions.
Documented by

:

Dr. T. Thamil Selvan,
Asst. Director of Animal Husbandry
Mannargudi, Thiruvarur Distric.
Dr. Thanga Thamil Vanan,
and Dr. N. Kumaravelu,
Madras Veterinary College, Vepery, Chennai - 600 007.
E-mail : sri_vanan@yahoo.com ; natakumar@yahoo.com
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Kangayam Cattle Breed
Conserved by

Sri Vivekanandan

S/o Sri Kumara Kangaya Gounder
10/30, Pothipalayam Post, Kangayam Taluk,
Tiruppur District – 638701
Mobile : 98427 22074
Family Background
Sri Vivekanandhan (43) is a matriculate and has been involved in farming. He belongs to the Saiva Kongu Vellalar
Gounder community which is the major community involved in conserving the Kangayam breed of cattle. His father
and grandfather who have been breeding, conserving Kangayam cattle; he continues, the tradition of breeding
“Kangayam Cattle”. His wife Thirumathi.Kamalam Vivekanandan is an also helping him to look after 10 Kangayam
cows, 3 Kangayam bulls.
Sri Vivekanandhan owns 40 acres of agriculture land of which he retains 20 acres as “Korangadu” a unique silvi
pasture system of grazing found only in this particular region of India. This is the only region in India where private
patta lands are maintained for grazing or pasture lands. A very important part of breeding and conservation is
documentation which is done by this livestock keeper. He has complete records for the past 15 years of the livestock
keepers who have used the natural service of his bulls for their ‘Kangayam” cows and heifers. This carefully
documented registers are an important data on the threat faced by the breed and other very useful parameters.
Details of breed conservation
Sri Vivekanandhan and his forefathers for the past four generations viz. father Kumara Kangaya Gounder, Grandfather
Muthusamy Gounder, great grandfather Ponnusamy Gounder have been passionate breeders and lovers of the
“Kangayam” breed of cattle found in the western part of Tamilnadu. It is basically a draught animal which is
resistant to disease and can pull 3 to 4 tonnes easily even in neck deep water. He buys pedigree bulls with the
following traits and behaviour for obtaining best results in breeding.
1. Bull (puchi kalai) should be tame and well behaved.
Should not try to attack (muttu) people during
grazing or when not tied.
2. It should not be ferocious.
3. Suli (marking on the body) should be proper. Those
bulls having good marks will produce good off spring
which will make the breeder prosperous whereas those
with bad ones will bring despair and ruin. He avoids
Kudaimel – Kudi and Edi Mel edi – which means either
the bull is very lucky or very unlucky. There are several
sulis (twist) which are avoided like padai suli, thattu
suli, and puttani suli, othai kavum which are carefully
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4.
5.
6.

observed and avoided at any cost. Sulis which are considered lucky are Kopura Suli meaning top of the
crown or temple and is considered very lucky.
The number of teeth should be eight including pre molar teeth.
Hair and texture of the skin should be smooth.
Tail should be small (sannam) but lengthy below the ankle of the bull.

His bulls serve 30 to 40 cows a month (about 10 cases for just repeat breeding problems and about 20 cases
for breeding of true to type animals) and was awarded the second prize in the “Kangayam Cattle Show” held
in Kangayam on February 6 th 2010 conducted by Senaapathy Kangayam Cattle Research Foundation and
Tamilmayiam.
He charges Rs.200 per natural service and has a success rate of 90 %. For those cows which do not conceive
he does not charge any sum for subsequent natural service up to two cycles.
He purchases hay and sorghum for fodder from fertile areas to feed his animals. He spends about
Rs.25,000 to 40,000 annually depending on the monsoon. Except servicing and dung value no income but cattle
are maintained for the cause of conserving tradition of their family says Vivekanandan.
The cows, bulls and heifers are left to graze in the Korangadu from morning 8.a.m to evening 5.00 p.m.; water is
kept in containers for the cows. The cows are brought to the shed, tied and promising calves are left to suckle
without milking. Substitute feed like ragi mavu, chola mavu (sorghum), thavadu (rice bran) are given during lean
season when the Kolukattai grass dries up in korangadu.
Care for the breeding bulls (puchi kalai) and their feed ration given below:
Cotton seed dried -1.5 kg daily soaked in Rice bran (thavadu) 1 k.g.
CO4 grass (green fodder) morning and evening.
Sorghum dried fodder and Hay.
He brushes the bulls daily evening with dried hay tied together in a small bundle and says “ meppu paadhi, theppu
paadhi” meaning grazing is fifty percent and rubbing or brushing is fifty percent “i.e. as important as feeding.
On Fridays the entire family joins together in giving the cows a bath.
Traditional practices followed
1. Punichal or Viruppu (Fever and shivering) : 3 eggs of country chicken are administered orally in the
morning and in the evening for three days or until cure.
2. Vaithu kadupu (Stomach problem): Administer orally Gingelley oil 300 ml for big bulls and lesser quantity
for younger ones.The oil should not be refined should be obtained from country processed ghani (chekku)
/ manual wooden grinder.
3. Treatment for cows not conceiving: Aloe vera 200 to 300 gm is administered orally daily morning on a
empty stomach for three days and in the next cycle it is repeated if necessary. There is a success rate
of 70 to 80 % for barren cows.
4. Snake bite: The tip of the ear of affected cow is cut with a knife without damaging the nerves to let the
blood ooze out for some time. After a few minutes the blood flow becomes normal. He applies turmeric
powder and neem paste over the place where the snake bite wound and also on the knife cut end in the
ear.

Documented by

:

Karthikeya Sivasenapathy
Senaapathy Kangayam Cattle Research Foundation
Kuttappalayam Post, Kangayam taluk,
Tiruppur district, Tamilnadu - 638108
Email : karthikeyaksm@gmail.com
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KILA Karisal Sheep Breed
Conserved by

Sri A. Arulappan

S/o Anthonysamy, RC Church Street, Alavanthankulam,
Manur Block, Tirunelveli District. Tamil Nadu
Mobile (pp) : 7502468790
Family background
Arulappan (60) belongs to Scheduled Caste and not educated.He is a fulltime livetsock keeper keeping 150 sheep
of Kilakarisal sheep breed. His occupation from his childhood is sheep rearing that too specifically Karuvi aadu
(Kilakarisal). Sheep rearing has contributed much to his family income in addition to the meager income from
agriculture from 1 acre dryland.. The expenses on the education of his two sons and one daughter, construction of
own house and sheep sheds were possible due to the income generated from sheep rearing. Karuvi Adu from his
flock is renowned for its more than average size and hence purchased by people coming from far away places.
The sheep are maintained only on grazing in uncultivable waste lands in and around Alavanthankulam and nearby
villages. Nomadic grazing is followed by taking the animals to grazing lands of Western Ghats villages in Tenkasi
and Shencottah regions of Tirunelveli district during the hot and dry periods of summer season. Small Ruminants
Research Centre of TANUVAS, Tirunelveli is extending veterinary services for this breed keepers.
Details of Breed Conservation
Kilakarisal sheep are maintained by more than five generations in his family.
Kilakarisal sheep was specifically maintained by his forefathers and being continued by him mainly for the following
reasons:
1. Even during severe hot, dry, drought conditions, Kilakarisal sheep are easier to maintain because of its
ability to survive on grazing of dry, coarse and meager roughages.
2. Kilakarisal sheep has been observed to be highly resistant to many diseases (Blue tongue, PPR etc.)
compared to other sheep breeds in the tract especially
Vembur sheep.
3. Kilakarisal breed has very good reproductive
performance with high tupping and lambing
percentages.
4. The ewes have very good mothering ability and hence
lamb mortality is always very low.
5. The meat quality both in terms of appearance and taste,
has been observed to be superior and hence fetches
higher remuneration.
From 2006 inwards he has been producing Kilakarisal rams for
supply to other farmers through Govt scheme in association
with TANUVAS.
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Kilakarisal sheep are small to medium size animal. They are primarily meant for meat. Body colour is dark tan
with black colour on head (above eye lids, either side of lower jaw), under belly and inside of legs. The males
have thick twisted horns varying from 13 – 32 cm in length.
Males are selected for breeding based on true to breed type : height, weight, growth, vigour and general appearance.
The rams are restricted for breeding for about two to three years in a flock. Kilakarisal rams of other flocks are
also selectively allowed to mate with ewes mainly during nomadic grazing.
Present status of Kilakarisal sheep is secure. However, for the past two decades, the number of pure Kilakarisal
sheep has decreased in numbers due to uncontrolled breeding reciprocally between various breeds/ non descript
types of sheep. However due to the conservation efforts undertaken in the scheme of TANUVAS - SRRC over a
period of last five years, the number has gradually gone up and has reached the present figure of approximately
1500. On continuing the conservation efforts and production of Kilakarisal rams in the field and their rotation
among sheep farmers will result in further increase in number around 3000.
Main advantages of this breed :
1. Economic use : The rearing of small to medium sized Kilakarisal sheep is economical in terms of less
expenditure on maintenance, feeding. More number of lambs are getting every season due to high prolificacy,
mothering ability.
2. Disease resistance character : Mortality rate is lowest and hence maintenance of this breed results in
lesser disease outbreaks in the region.
Grazing is done for more than 10 hours daily, starting early, till the light fades in the evening with a break in
the noon during summer season. The sheep are taken to places where some vegetation is available – like the
Western Ghats region during summer months through nomadic grazing and return to the native village only on
the onset of monsoon.
He has constructed pucca sheep sheds to herd them during nights and provide protection against rain, predators
and flies.
At present he is having 190 Kilakarisal sheep (breedable female is 134). Every year he sells about 60 ram lambs
at the age of 21/2 to 3 months. The cost of 3 months old ram lamb is ranged from Rs.1700 – 2000/-. He derives
Rs.1,00,000 every year through Kilakarisal sheep rearing.
During the lean season (summer months), and before onset of monsoon, the sustenance is by penning the sheep
for manure in cultivable lands while performing nomadic grazing.
He is a member in the Kilakarisal breed conservation registry under “In situ conservation of Kilakarisal sheep”
(ICAR - NBAGR scheme) of TANUVAS Small Ruminant Research Centre, Ramayanpatti, Tirunelveli, since 2006.
He produces elite Kilakarisal rams and supply to other farmers through the scheme. Recently he has supplied 15
number of Kilakarisal ewes to the District Livestock Farm, Abishekapatti, for maintenance under NADP scheme
on “Conservation of Indigenous Germplasm” operated by Govt. of Tamil Nadu.
Documented by :
1. Dr. T. Ravimurgan
2.
Assistant Professor, 		
Department of Animal Genetics and Breeding,		
Veterinary College & Research Institute, 		
Namakkal - 637002. Tamil Nadu.		
Mobile : 9488107766(O), 0462 2930525		
E-mail: agbravi@gmail.com		
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Dr. M. Chellapandian
Associate Professor
Small Ruminants Research Centre,
Ramayanpatti, Tirunelveli - 627358
Mobile : 9442329003
E-mail : mcpandian_69@gmail.com

Bargur Cattle Breed
Conserved by

Sri B. Puttan

S/o Bomme Gowder,
Thalakarai, Thamaraikarai (Post)
Bargur Panchayat, Erode District, Pin - 638501
Family Background
Puttan (56) belongs to Lingayat community (a linguistic minority community in Tamil Nadu) and he is not formally
educated. He and his family members are fully involved in rearing their cattle and keep up their family tradition. He
lives in Thalakarai hamlet situated in Bargur Panchyat. Members of this community are known for cattle rearing.
He has 45 heads of Bargur cattle including calves and 1 stud bull which is called as ‘Guli’. He owns 6 acres of
land and cultivates ragi and millets under rain fed condition. He is dependent on cattle rearing by sale of young
male calves and cow dung. During the month of Aadi i.e. August after sowing cattle will be taken to ‘Garkekandy’
a place where his ancestors used to go. There he graze the cattle in the day time and penn them in night. During
prolonged dry season he moves to ‘Boli’. Usually he or one of his sons accompanies the cattle. This is their
traditional way of rearing the Bargur cattle. This has been recognized by the British government and annually they
were issued grazing permits and penning permits. But for the past 10 years, the penning permits were denied by
the forest department and grazing permits were issued with restrictions.
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Further due to extensive spread of exotic weed “Unnichedi” (Lantana camara) a invasive alien species availability
of fodder to cattle and even to wild elephants is scarce. During 1990s when the forest brigand ‘Veerappan’ was
notorious for illegal activities inside the forest; the cattle breeders in Bargur forest area were tortured unnecessarily
by the police and forest department which resulted in drastic reduction of Bargur cattle. During that period SriPuttan
faced several difficulties but continued to rear cattle.
Details of Breed Conservation
Sri Puttan is conserving indigenous cattle breed of Bargur and his family has been conserving this breed for
many generations. Earlier cattle population was high in Bargur area but it has been drastically reduced and it is
categorized as ‘endangered’.
Bargur cattle is a second recognized cattle of Tamilnadu. It is maintained in a semi-wild cattle reared in the bargur
forest. Its home tract is confined to the 33 hamlets in bargur village and few hamlets in the foot hills of bargur
forests. It is maintained under the zero input condition by grazing and kept penned in forest for most part of the
year.
Bargur cattle is of medium size in red colour with white markings and with red eye,horn and hooves. It is reared
for draft purpose and the bullocks are known for their sturdiness and there is no need to shoe the bullocks.
Usually the herd will be taken to the forest in the month of aadi (July/August) and will be grazed and penned
inside the forest. The places will be shifted according to the availability of fodder and water. Then in the month
of Thai (January/February) the herd will be taken back to the agricultural fields where the harvesting will be over
and crop residues of the crops will be allowed to be grazed. When no grazing site the herd will be again taken
to forest.
Sri Puttan is still following the family tradition in conserving the Bargur cattle. He used to sell the male calves in
Gurunathaswamy temple cattle fair take place in the month of Aadi. (August) and earn income. Further he uses
the dung by incorporating in his own land where the main crop is ‘Ragi’ intercropped with “Avarai” (field beans)
which is a staple food grain in that area.
Natural service is followed for breeding..Puttan maintains one stud bull for natural service.Selection of breeding
bull is based on the activeness, dam milk, well built body, good bone density, and white markings on all sides,
good legs, red eye and horn. Usually he selects it from herds maintained by other Lingayat families.
Ethnoveterinary practices followed
1. For injury he applies ‘Thumbai’ (Luecas aspera) leaves grated with lime.
2. To maintain the vigour of the bulls root tubers of plants of kaam sakkarai, boom sakkarai, and madna
sakkarai are ground well and mixed with 5 liters of cow milk, one mondhan variety of banana and 1 liter
of cow ghee. It will be given to the selected male calf of 1 year at 3 months interval and after attaining 4
teeth it will be given once in 6 months.
3. For sappai disease (swelling in legs and body region) he administers orally decoction prepared out of of
Porasu tree bark and also paste prepared is applied externally over the affected region.

Documented by

:

Sri Sivasenapathy Natarajan & Sri Kenjappan
Bargur Hill Cattle Breeders’ Association
Puliamarathu Thottam, Usimalai,
Bargur Post, Andhiyur Via
Bhavani Taluk, Erode District - 638501
Mobile : 98419 68213, 89032 60969
E-mail : svsenapathy@yahoo.co.in
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Pulikulam Cattle Breed
Conserved by

Alagumalaiyan Paramparia Pulikulam Kidaimadugal Valarppor Suyauthavikulu
Sri Chinnasamy, President,
Manapatti, Vadaplanji Post, Palkalai Nagar Via, Madurai District - 625 021, Tamil Nadu
Mobile : 99436 42896 (pp)

Background
Manapatti is a hamlet in Vadapalanji Panchayat of Madurai District. There are 22 pastoralists belong to Konar
(Yadavar) community. They maintain Pulikulam cattle breed. It is also called Palingu Madu for its marble colour or
Nattu Madu or Mani Madu (Bell cattle). These cattle are maintained mainly for the purpose of providing manure to
farmers. Very few farmers from far away villages procure the male calves for training them for ploughing / transport
/ Jallikattu – bull riding purpose. The population of Pulikulam cattle breed in this village are given below :
There are 23 Livestock Keepers viz., Krishnan, Lakshimanan, Raj, Raman, Chinnapandi, Muthupandi, Gurusamy,
Malaisamy, Ayyakonar, Malairaj, Sonai, Chinnasamy, Erulandi, Murugan, Muthupandi, Koolu, Magalingam, Gopal,
Solaimalai, Raj, Karthikraj, Kannan, Kandan are keeping animals each ranging from 100 - 600 totalling 4750.
During 2006 they formed an informal group called “Alagumalaiyan Paramparia Pulikulam Kidaimadugal Valarpor
Suyaudavikulu”. SEVA has facilitated them for initiating this group. Usually they organize monthly meetings or
according to their convenient time and pay their monthly savings to the group and deposit in their SB account of
their group. They discuss issues related to the following problems faced by them :
Identity card for the members as conservers of Pulikulam cattle breed.
Traffic police charges money for crossing the highway (along with cattle) or harass them.
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During rainy season viz Iyppasi – Purattasi – Karthigai (Oct - Nov) cattle are not allowed for grazing
customarily in Nagamalai forests over the last 8 years
Mining parties encroached their cattle penning site in Manappatti village used by them for many
decades.

The members regularly attend state level or national level pastoralists meeting for purpose of solving their grazing
rights in forests. They represented by themselves to District Collector, District Forest Officer for this purpose.
They all joined together and went on fasting on two occasions to fulfill their demands. Last year they send breed
registration formalities by sending their their application to State Govrernemt.
Details of Breed Conservation
Pulikulam cattle are maintained as big migratory herd. The animals are with compact body and powerful. They are
swift and vigorous. For bull riding events (Jallikattu) Pulikulam cattle are trained. It is medium sized, horned, strong
cattle with good posture. Bulls are very strong, vigorous with well-developed hump, naval flap and dewlap. The
hump, neck and some region of face and back are greyish/ black in colour irrespective of the coat colour of the
males. The animals can survive well on grazing in the tropical climate of the area in the open housing system. The
animals are contributing significantly in the organic farming of paddy, cotton, banana and many spices crops of
the area through manure and draft power. The animals are more resistant to communicable and parasitic diseases
as compared to the crossbreds in that area under hot and wet conditions.
Grazing system
The herds are taken for grazing after pooling 2-3 herds together to the size of 500-1000. They travel to a distance of
about 50 k.m. around Madurai i.e Alagarkol, Othakadai, Anaiyur, Mattaparai, Cholavnadan etc. Usually 2 herdsmen
look after the herd. During rainy season they return to their native place and graze in forests (Nagamalai).
Their cattle are also taken to harvested paddy fields where the available fodder are paddy straw, cholam fodder,
pods of Karuvel (Acacia arabica) and Seemai karuvel (Prosopis juliflora).
Penning System
During night time they do penning (to provide manure) in farmers field and collect about Rs.300 per 100 animals.
For example Sri Muthupandi who is maintaining 150 cattle earns income of Rs.30,000 from penning; sale of
manure through tractor loads (12 loads in a year) Rs.36,000; sale of 20 male calves (18 months old) Rs.50,000.
After wages for herdsmen he earns net income of Rs.1.25 lakhs per annum. Cattle manuring help considerably
to reduce fertilizer consumption by more than 50 percent.
Male calves are not usually sold. The sale of calves is usually peak during Dec –Jan ; the herders of Pulikulam
are selling 2000 calves annually. Their calves are usually sold to be grown as draught animal, for ploughing and
for Jallikattu (bull riding) during harvesting festival occasion (Jan - Feb). The Pulikulam breed has established itself
as proven breed for “Bull Riding” which is locally called “Jallikattu”. These bullocks are good draught animals.
Traditional Knowledge of communities
The animals wherever suffer due to wounds caused by injuries they use the leaves of Nilakadambu / Muthulinga
chedi and lime (calcium hydroxide) and ground together and applied over it.
For broken leges leaves of Nilakadambu 2 handful, lime 10 gm, jaggery 200 gm, neem oil 100 ml, ladies hair
5 are to be together applied over the broken area after holding
it intact.

Documented by

:

Sri V. Alagumalai & Sri P. Vivekanandan
SEVA
1.10.2011
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Nattumadu Cattle Breed
Conserved by

Sri Manjini

Ambedkar Street, Pudupakkam, Marakkanam via, Tindivanam Taluk,
Viluppuram District, Tamil Nadu
Mobile : 99426 39350
Family & Community Background
Sri Manjini (45) is an agricultural labourer belong to scheduled caste. He and his family members are dependant
on livestock keeping on full time basis in Puduppakkam village near east coast of Tamil Nadu. He is maintaining
14 cattle (8 cows + 2 bulls + 4 calves). In addition he practice tenant farming in 25 cents of leased land for
growing paddy.
The cattle are locally called as “Naattumadu” closely resembling Punganoor and Umbalacherry cattle. The male
calves are still trained for ploughing operations and there fore selling male calves fetches good income for the
livestock keepers. Similarly this type of cattle are maintained in the following villages in Marakkanam area.
S.No
1.
2.
3.
4
5

Village
Nadukkuppam
Kanthadu
Mudaliarpettai
Pudhupakkam
Kootikuppam

No of families keeping local cattle
12
10
17
20
13
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No. of Cattle
55
42
56
72
26

These animals are sold at Bramadesam a sandy market (every Wednesday). About one year calves are sold at
Rs.3,000. However 1 pair of plough bullocks are valued at Rs.40,000. They also sell manure.
Sri Manjini earns income of Rs.55,000/- annually by sale of calves (Rs.35,000/-) manure (Rs.10,000/-) and milk
(Rs.15,000/-). In addition he is using about 2 litres of milk daily for his home purpose.
Details of Breed Conservation
The animals are taken for open grazing. During that time bulls are able to cross naturally the cows in the herd and
also herds of neighboring villages. Usually 1 or 2 bulls are maintained by farmers in one village and it will cater the
needs of livestock keepers through natural service. Nowadays farmers are not able to maintain the purity of bulls
and therefore need of hour is to identify true to type bulls in the villages for further upgradation of local cows.
While selecting males for bull purpose they look into whorls or markings on the body and link with performance
or luck. The animals are short statured compact body with red or brown with white spots on the body. Milk yield
is up to 2-3 lit per cow.
Now a days Govt. policy for upgrading local cows by cross breeding with exotic breed is gradually reducing the
original breed population. However still farmers need plough bullocks and for using them for transport purpose
(Bullock Cart) and therefore selective breeding with local animals are kept by few breeders. Therefore preserving
this local type of cattle will benefit local farmers. They also need dairy cooperatives to market the milk with better
price. Their grazing lands is Kaluveli (lake site adjoining the sea coast) is encroached by corporate sector involved
in prawn farming, mining etc. Locating a superior bull of local “Nattumadu” and using them for breeding purpose
will certainly improve the quality of animals.

Documented by

:

Smt. Parvathy,
Pitchandikulam Forests,
Auroville - 605 101, Pondicherry
Mobile : 9443797573
E-mail : parvathy_auro@yahoo.co.in
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Kangayam Cattle Breed
Conserved by

Sri Natarajan

Ex-President, Karuppanavalasu Puthur,
Nanjatthalayur Post, Chinna Tharapuram (via),
Tharapuram Taluk, Tiruppur District. Tamil Nadu.
Mobile : 9443946600
Family Background
Sri Natarajan (50) studied upto 7th standard. He is owning about 10 acres of garden land and also grazing
land. He is elected Panchayat president of Karuppanvalasu Puthur. His father has been maintaining a huge herd
of cattle and expert healer of animals. SriNatarajan has learned few practices from his father. By nature he is
showing love and care for animals. He is maintaining local breeds of Kangeyam cattle (5 cows), dogs, chicken
rearing for cock fighting. He is also maintaining Karampasu (complete black colour of Kangayam cattle which is
said to be very rare).
Selection of Bulls for breeding
Nataraj of Karuppanavalasu Puthur surveyed best Kangayam bulls or male calves in the area and adopt them for
improving the productivity in Kangayam cattle. He also helped breeders like Smt Soundram in acquiring quality
bulls. While selecting male calves for breeding bulls he observes the characters such as small or shortness of
horn, thin tail (sannam), face short (kuttai) and legs short (kaal sannam); prominant eyes, larger hooves, wider
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shoulder bone, larger hump; they choose such calves usually from 2nd lactation animals. The animal should not
have whorls or body markings except ‘raja suli’ and ‘thamini suli’.
Increasing the milk yield upto 8 litres/day in draught animal
He is a expert animal breeder. His knowledge in characterization of animal breeds of cattle, dog and chicken is
laudable. He is maintaining ‘kangayam’ cattle breed for many years. It is a draught animal with milk yield of less
than 2 litres of milk per day. In order to increase the milk yield he went to many farms and brought a kangayam
breed heifer from SriThirumoorthy, Singampatti village near Ayyalur, Dindigul District. He crossed this heifer with a
bull of kangayam breed with good pedigree record of milk yield. He then obtained F1 generation heifer. Now the
heifer was again crossed with the kangayam bull and obtained F2 generation heifer which now became lactating.
The milk yield recorded was for 8 litres per day. The secret is breeding, feeding and management are important
aspects for enhancing the productivity in animals. He is telling that he follows good feeding practice given below.
Feed ration is twice a day ;in each time he is feeding the following ration :
Maize flour-1/2 kilo; Paddy flour-1/2 kilo; Cotton seeds-1/2 kilo
He mixes all together and soak them in little water and fed to animal twice a day. It costs Rs.60/animal/day he
says. He procures maize kernels and paddy and ground them into flour in local flour mill. Paddy is ground into
powder without separating rice and bran.He avoids “company sold cattle feed” as it develops increase the size
of udder and in turn milk yield but health of the animal is affected he says. Daily about 200 gms of common
salt is included in drinking water. The animals are daily taken for grazing in korangadu (traditional pasture land)
maintained by them. He tells that the quality of milk is superior with good taste and more fat percentage and
therefore quantity of ghee is more compared to cross bred animals.
He developed many herbal practices for animals.
i) For Kambu vedippu (boils in teats or chelities) : He is taking 2 handful of Vellaisaranathy leaves (Coldenia
procumbens) and it is ground well. Then it is mixed with 1 spoon of turmeric powder and the entire mixture
is applied over the teat and udder region.
ii) For Mastitis : One handful of leaves of Kovaichedi (Coccinia indica) are ground well and mixed with 1 spoon
of lime (lime stone paste usually taken for betelvine chewing) and applied over the udder region for 3 days
continuously. Before application the milk in the teat has to be sucked out and washed with hot water.
iii) ‘Panchagavya’ for Animals Health : He developed a formula of mixing 5 products of cow
(milk, ghee, curd, urine, dung) together. He is taking 5 kilos of cow dung, 5 lit of milk, 5
lit of curd, 5 lit cow urine, 2 kilo of ghee together. In addition he adds 10 banana (poovan
variety),sugarcane juice,tender coconut 2 litres and allows for 1 week. He is administering 200 ml –
300 ml of panchagavya monthly once for general upkeep of cattle or 100 ml for sheep or goat on monthly
basis. For dog affected with skin disease (oozing of body fluid from the skin and death was certain as told
by doctor which was unable to treat by him) he treated by administering 100 ml of Panchagavya for 3 days
continuously. Now the dog is alive and healthy.
For poultry birds he mixes about 50 ml of Panchagavya along with feed for feeding a dozen birds. Panchagavya
fed chicken lays eggs of bigger size and also the growth of the bird is quick and faster he says.
Social Work
When he was elected President of his village, he organized people and mobilized peoples contribution in constructing
3 km road for Anthaman village, constructed school compound wall and toilet worth of Rs.3.5 lakhs, palnted 300
tree seedlings in the vicinity of village primary hospital.He has revived the Village Agricultural Primary Cooperative
Credit Society which has defunct for more than 15 years and settled the local politics among the members. He
renovated the Cooperative Society building. He received 3rd prize for his increased milk yield in local kangayam
cattle in the cattle show organized by Government during 2009.
Documented by

:

Sri P. Vivekanandan
SEVA
18-11-2010
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Malnad Gidda Cattle Breed
Conserved by

Sri Shankaranarayana Bhatta

Araga Post, Thirthahalli Taluk, Shimoga Dist, Karnataka
Mobile : 94495 62690
Family Background
Sri Shankaranarayana Bhatt (63) is maintaining 33 “Malnad Gidda” cows and one best true to type bull. He
studied upto SSLC and looking after his garden in 8.5 acres of land grown with Arecanut and oil palm trees. He
is a progressive organic farmer and he has contributed for the conservation and improvement of Malnad Gidda
cattle.
He has formed Malnad Gidda Cow Improvement Trust (Regd) and contributed for the improvement Malnad Gidda
Cattle as president of the Trust. He has popularized and educated about the importance of maintaining indigenous
cattle particularly Malnad Gidda cattle. He has written and published lot of literature on Malnad Gidda cattle. And
their produce based on their urine, dung milk, ghee and Dhai. He is also using the scientific knowledge of male
exchange to avoid inbreeding. He has created interest in good number of farmers in rearing Malnad Gidda cattle.
He has arranged many workshops and training programmes for local farmers.
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Details of Breed Conservation
Malnad Gidda cattle are distributed predominantly in Malnad and adjacent
coastal districts of Karnataka state viz. Shimoga, Chikamagalur, Hassan,
Udipi, Mangalore, North Canara, Kodagu, districts of Karantaka.. They
are highly resistant to diseases and have ability to withstand stressful
environment conditions. They mostly thrive on grazing and play a major
role in the agricultural economy of Western Ghats. It survives well in the
farming systems of the region which has thick vegetation and is in high
altitude. They are well adapted to the local agro ecological system of Western
Ghats. They play a major role in the rural economy of this region by providing milk, manure and draft power with
negligible inputs. With the construction of Linganamakki dam in Shimoga district, some of these animals were
separated from human population. They are found in the forest areas of the region living more or less in feral
state. They are breeding under these conditions for the last four to five decades isolated from other maintained
by the farmers.
Sri K. Shankaranarayana Bhatta has initiated a movement for the conservation and popularization of indigenous
cattle in general and Malnad Gidda cattle in particular. He is the President of the Malnad Gidda improvement
Prasthistana. He has started Malnad Gidda Goshala.
He is making various value added products based on cow urine, dung, milk etc. He has popularized the importance
of their urine, dung, ghee, curd, milk etc. He has arranged various workshops, trainings to popularize them. He
has brought out large number of literature in Kannada and made available to interested persons. He is making
special arka from cow urine after distillation as shown in picture. Cow urine is mixed with sunti, arisina, omamam,
kalamensu, tulsi, adke soppu, doddapathri, amirthavalli, pache karpura. This good for diabetes, blood pressure,and
give general body immunity for many rogha / diseases. Daily he is preparing about 15 bottles (500 ml. each) and
their value is Rs.1,000. He is making phenoil of cow urine base. He is a very active progressive organic farmer
since almost 3 decades. He is a propagator of low input based Malnad Gidda rearing and utilizing their urine,
dung, milk etc effectively to demonstrate their importance in the modern era.

Documented by

:

Dr. K.P. Ramesha,
Principal Scientist (AGB)
Southern Campus of NDRI, Adugodi,
Bengaluru - 560 030
Mobile : 99164 99636
E-mail : kpragb@gmail.com
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Osmanabadi Goat Breed
Conserved by

Sri Dnyandev Shankar Shinde

At (Mukkam) Vadgao, Bibi Post, Taluka Phaltan,
Satara District, Maharashtra
Mobile : 0 78754 99033
Family background
Sri Dnyandev Shinde (60) is illiterate farmer at Vadgoa village in Maharastra. His wife and 2 children are helping
him in agriculture. He owns six acres of poor quality rain-fed land.. He grows pearl millet, sorghum and matakil
moth bean (Vigna aconitifolia) during kharif season. The pearl millet is usually for fodder along with moth bean.
He has been maintaining few Babul (Acacia sp) trees on the farm bunds for tree lopping.
He is keeping 41 goats (19 does, 1 buck, 21 kids). He owns mainly Osmanabadi goats and a few crosses with
the local breed.
Sri Shinde used to work as an agricultural labourer and as a casual labourer. But more than ten years ago he
realized that it was not possible to find work continuously. The Shinde family had always kept a couple of goats.
Sri Shinde had developed a liking for goats and decided to take up goat rearing in addition to outside work.
Initially he encountered many hardships. Goats died because his attention was divided between the goat rearing
and outside work. In about 2003 he bought five goats from the market and started goat rearing as a full time
occupation. Since then he has increased flock to almost 20 adult goats.
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The animals are kept in a chain-link pen next to the house. This has a thatched grass roof covered with a plastic
sheet. He calls the veterinary doctor about five times a year. He vaccinates his goats annually and also drenches
them annually to deworm them.
Sri Shinde belongs to the Maratha community. Traditionally, this is not a goat or sheep rearing community. He is
the first member of the family to rear goats as a full time occupation. He feels there are good returns from it. He
lives in a brick house. He does not do migratory trips with his flock. He takes the flock out to graze daily on the
near by communal land and grasslands.
Details of Breed Conservation
Most of goats in Sri Shinde’s flock conform to the Osmanabadi breed. Ahmednagar, Osmanabad and Solapur
districts of Maharashtra form the native tract of Osmanabadi breed. These are well adapted to semiarid, dry regions
of Maharashtra. Their coat colour is mainly black. Their eyelids, muzzle and hooves are also black. Osmanabadi
goats are generally horned with straight backward oriented horns. The ears are pendulous, either completely black
or black with white spots and are long. These goats generally give twins. The birth weight of kids is around 13/4
kg while that of adults are about 31-33 kg. Body measurements of an adult female are : length 62. 83 cm, height
at withers is 73.76 cm, heart girth is 75.56 cm.
Selection criteria for bucks : he selects the breeding bucks on following criteria :bigger and stronger than the
does;he says this ensures the does will not fight with the buck and the kids will be stronger too;black coat colour
or having a reddish tinge.horns should be small and stumpy or they should be slanted backwards ;calm and
active; able to indentify does on heat and should be keen to chase the does and mate with them.;bucks should
be persistent for successful mating.
He usually keeps breeding bucks from his own flock and prefers bucks aged one to three years. After that the
bucks tire out, he says and are not very efficient. Such bucks are sold for breeding purposes or for meat. He
keeps one buck in the flock for not more than three years.
Selection criteria for does : black in colour; calm and non aggressive because the goat keeper needs to often
handle them; he selects the does for milk, based on the milk yield of their mothers but he does not keep written
records.he prefers does giving one kid instead of two or more because he says the kids grow faster and can
be sold within a couple of months ; he also selects does on the basis of their feeding habits. He says because
there is restricted choice in grazing, the goats should eat whatever they can get and not be choosy as otherwise
they will not put on good condition; he keeps the female kids of the does that are good grazers and do not need
special care for their growth.
In the past year, Sri Shinde sold 33 animals and earned Rs.35,400/-, an average price of Rs.1,100/- per animal.
Usually the kids are sold at three to four months of age.
He spent Rs.5,162/- on concentrates for the kids and another Rs.750/- for occasional concentrates for the does.
Grains grown in his own land such as pearl millet are also regularly given to the goats. Sometimes he buys trees
for lopping at the rate of Rs.150/- per tree. He spends about Rs.500/- on medicines and the veterinary doctor.s
visits.
He does not sell milk. Once a year or so he sells the manure. Last time he earned Rs.1,200/- for one tractor load
of manure. Over the year, profit made by Sri Shinde was thus Rs.30,200/-. This is half of his total income since
he also cultivates crops and sells cereal grains. Since his land is not irrigated, the income from agriculture is not
much and he takes good care of his goats as they give him year round income.

Documented by

:

Dr. Chanda Nimbkar,
Nimbkar Agricultural Research Institute
P.O. Box No. 23, Phaltan – 415523,
Maharashtra,
Ph : 02166 - 262106 / 200783
E-mail : nimsheep@gmail.com
22.07.2011
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Osmanabadi Goat Breed
Conserved by

Sri Arjun Manikrao Demunde

At (Mukkam) Kamone, Pothar Post, Karmala Taluk,
Solapur District, Maharashtra
Mobile : 09423334086
Family background
Sri Arjun Demunde (73) did not go school and involved in farming from childhood. His wife Smt. Suman Arjun
Demunde (68) is helping him in his farming work. Sri Demunde owns 23 goats of Osmanabd breed (14 female,1
male, 8 kids). Sri Arjun Demunde has two sons who live separately in the same village. They keep cows and
cultivate the family land. Sri Demunde used to help his father in agriculture and worked as a labourer on a threshing
machine for more than 20 years before turning solely to goat rearing in about 2006-07.
Demunde owns 3 acres of land which he has given to his sons to cultivate. There are two acres of rain-fed land
and one acre of irrigated land. His sons grow grain crops such as wheat, maize and pearl millet and supply Sri
Demunde with the grain he and his wife need for the year. They also grow batuk (rainfed sorghum) peral millet
and the crop residues are used to feed goats and his sons’ cattle.
Lucerne is grown in 1 acre year round mainly for Sri Demunde’s sons’ cows and goat kids in his own flock. Other
fodder and crop residues are also given to his goats whenever necessary. He takes his goats to graze in the
agricultural fields after harvesting to graze on the crop residues and weeds.
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Details of Breed Conservation
He belongs to the Dhangar (Shepherd) community as a Nomadic Tribe. His forefathers migrated to Kamone
from nearby areas of Jamkhed taluka about 70km. from Kamone village, more than 70 years ago. He inherited
three acres of land from his father who in turn had bought about 60 acres of land by raising and selling goats
and sheep. The land was divided among his brothers. His father used to migrate with his animals locally but he
himself has never migrated with his flock of goats. Because of the supplementary feed and fodder available from
the agricultural land there is no need to migrate now, he says. Their livelihood depends entirely on the goat flock
of 23 numbers reared by them.
The goats are tied in the yard during the day with a rope tied on two wooden pegs and looping around each
goat’s neck. He has made a chain-link pen and shed for them with a wood and thatched roof and has put
plastic on top to make it water proof. In the wet season metal sheets are spread along the along the chain-link
for additional protection. All animals have to be kept in an enclosure at night because of the danger of wolves.
When the goats go out to graze, all kids are kept in the chain-link pen and fed with lucerne.
Before construction of the chain-link pen and shed a year or two ago the goats were kept in the house, where
he lives himself, at night and when it rained. During stormy weather they are still brought into the house.
Sheep and goat rearing is a traditional occupation for the Demunde family. As far as he remembers his grand
father also had sheep and goats although he does not remember his grandfather. His father had 100 sheep and
40 goats. These animals were divided among Sri Demunde and his brothers Sri Demunde got about 10 goats in
inheritance. He used to help his father and brothers look after the flock for many years in his childhood but later
he had to work on a threshing machine to earn extra income so he tended the flock only in the mornings and
evenings. He has almost lifelong experience in goat and sheep rearing. For the past few years he has taken up goat
rearing as a full time occupation. He kept the goats from his father’s flock and slowly increased the number.
Breed description : The goats kept by him confirm to the Osmanabadi breed. Their coat colour is lustrous black.
Their eyelids, muzzle and hooves are also black. Osmanabadi goats are generally horned with straight backward
oriented horns. The ears.are pendulous, either completely black or black with white spots and are about 16-17
cm long. These goats generally give twins. The birth weight of kids is around 1.76 = 0.02 while the weights of
adults are about 31.74 kg for males and 32.54 kg for females. Body measurements of an adult female are as
follows, length is 62.83 cm, height at withers is 73.76 cm, heart girth is 75.56 cm.
Osmanabadi goats are well adapted to the semiarid regions viz., Ahmednagar, Solapur and Osmanabad districts of
Maharashtra have maximum population of Osmanabadi goat and hence considered the native tract. Osmanabadi
goats are widely distributed in Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh as well.
Selection criteria for bucks : Sri Demunde sells his kids at about three months of age. At that time he selects
the kids that he wishes to retain for breeding. His criteria for selecting a buck kids are.
Black coat colour; bigger and taller than the female kids of his age; backward horns sloping downwards to ensure
that the doe will not get injured during jostling; active but not aggressive; both testicles descended in scrotum;
the breeding buck is usually selected from his own flock and he gives preference to a twin born buck.
Selection criteria for does : He observes his does carefully to asses their capacity to give milk. He selects the
female kids of such does to ensure the same quality in the next generation. He says if a doe has enough milk
to feed the kids, the kids grow better and faster and fetch better price. The females selected for breeding should
be of square frame to ensure that their progeny would be larger. They should be very calm and non aggressive
preferably black in color. He says his family has always kept black goats and believes they are hardy and
accustomed to their locality.
Present Status: There is significant cross breeding in the Osmanabadi breed today but Sri Demunde and his
forefathers have tried to keep their flock as pure as possible by selecting animals mainly from their own flocks.
The females giving good milk yield are selected and their female kids are kept in the flock and not sold. These
females are then observed for their milk yield although no written records are kept. The size of the frame is also
important. Sri Demunde keeps the larger looking animals but believes that the size has reduced over the years.
He thinks that his goats have become smaller because there is a shortage of varied grazing.
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The kids are sold for meat. Milk is usually only fed to the kids and used in household purpose. Milk is rarely sold.
Dung pellets are composted and then used to fertilize their land.
To get healthy and larger animals he gives concentrates to the goats. He says 100 gms. of wheat or maize for
each goat every morning is enough to keep them healthy. Concentrates are given to pregnant females and after
kidding.
Since Sri Demunde’s family is solely dependent on the goat flock, he takes good care of the flock. He takes the
goats out to graze at about 10 a.m. and brings them back at sunset. This gives the goats plenty of time to graze
and browse, he says.
The kids are kept at home and given lucerne to eat. When it is difficult to go for grazing the goats are given
Lucerne or other fodder brought home. Sri Demunde is devoted to the care of his goats and has given each of
them a name. He trains the goats to follow him and to come when he calls their names.
Traditional treatments developed and used
He can detect the ailment or the cause of the sickness and give medicine accordingly. His neighbours ask him to
treat their ailing goats and cattle. He can relieve dystokia efficiently. He knows herbal medicines and uses them in his
own flock and his neighbours’ flocks. He tries to learn new ways to treat sick animals. Once he did a postmortem
to see what had caused the death of an animal and as a result says he has been able to devise a new method
of saving goats suffering from that condition. He says he knows how to brand animals to cure them.
Economics of goat rearing
During last year he sold 25 kids and earned Rs.44,600/- with an average price of Rs.1,800/- per animal. Although
his sons grow cereal grains in their own field, it is not enough for their families and the goat flock. The expenses
incurred for buying concentrates are about Rs.4,500/- per year. Additionally, he spends about Rs.300/- for occasional
medication and deworming. In the past year he had made an income of Rs.39,800/- after goat expense. His entire
income comes from his goat flock.
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Sahiwal Cattle Breed
Conserved by

Vishav Namdhari Sangat
Contact Person : Mr. Jagir Singh
Sri Bhaini Sahib Post, Ludhiana
Punjab -141126, Tel : 0161-2834639; Mobile : 094173 86451
E-mail: vns@sribhainisahib.com
Background of Vishav Namdhari Sangat
The main objectives of Vishav Namdhari Sangat is to manage the affairs of Gurdwara Sri Bhaini Sahib including
maintenance of a old age home & Gaushala. In the Gaushala they conserve Sahiwal cattle breed.
The members of association belong to Namdhari Community who played an active role in the freedom of the
country. The Headquarter of the community is situated at Sri Bhaini Sahib in Ludhiana, Punjab. Vishav Namdhari
Sangat (Regd) is a society registered under Societies Registration Act, and is responsible for the management
of the affairs of Gurdwara, Sri Bhaini Sahib. One of their ethics is to protect cows and all other animals from
slaughter and do not castrate bulls.
The Namdhari movement had made a commendable contribution in the freedom struggle of India. Namdharis played
a stellar role in the Indian freedom struggle. The seeds of Indian non-cooperation and Swadeshi movements were
laid by Namdhari movement. The Movement was launched by Satguru Ram Singhji in April, 1857. The LudhianaChandigarh Highway has been named as Satguru Ram Singhji Marg by the Government.
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Namdharis always fought for the protection of cows & freedom of the nation. They attached kine slaughter houses
at many parts of Punjab during British rule.
In 1906, Satguru Hari Singhji was succeeded by his son, Satguru Partap Singhji, who in turn was succeeded by
the present master, His Holiness Sri Satguru Jagjit Singhji.
Details of Breed Conservation
The Gaushala was established in 1857 and since then they maintain Sahiwal cows. They are maintaining proper
statistical data of these cows since 1950.They presently maintain 180 animals of pure Sahiwal breed (include 80
adult cows, 12 bulls, male cows 25, female calves 38).
All the expenses of Gaushala are borne by Vishav Namdhari Sangat. No dairy product is sold in the market from
Gaushala.
They define breed based on phenotypic characters such as colour of breed; dewlap, size of hump etc. Breed
is reared by them before partition of Pakistan and true blood of sahiwal is available with them. Good breeding
bulls are selected on the basis of breed character of cow; milk yield of cow; phenotypical characters of bull;
performance of dam and sire; growth rate of bull calves. The animals are fed with berseem, maize, oats, Dalia
(wheat porridge) and they are stall fed.
Milk Production from the farm is average 6 quintols daily; milk is not sold but consumed by the Namdharis of
the sangathan. They sell male calves on an average 20-25 are being sold to Animal Husbandry Department at a
cost of Rs.1800-2000 per calf.
But the rest are supplied to other Gaushala free of cost; cows are not sold but donated free of cost. Dung is
used as manure in field for organic farming. Annually 300 trolleys of dung are applied in filed.
Because this importance of Sahiwal milk, milk products was known by their Gurus Sri Satguru Ram Singhji. Their
Gurus never consumed milk of any other breed except Sahiwal, Haryana and Tharperkar, They believe that rearing
of cow is equal to service to God.
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Livestock Keepers’ Rights
Three Principles
1.

Livestock keepers are creators of breeds and custodians of animal genetic
resources for food and agriculture.

2.

Livestock keepers and the sustainable use of traditional breeds are
dependent on the conservation of their respective ecosystems.

3.

Traditional breed represent collective property, products of indigenous
knowledge and cultural expression of Livestock keepers.

Five rights
1.

Livestock keepers have the right to make breeding decisions and breed
the breeds they maintain.

2.

Livestock keepers shall have the right to participate in policy formulation
and implementation processes on animal genetic resources for food
and agriculture.

3.

Livestock keepers shall have the right to appropriate training and
capacity building and equal access to relevant services enabling and
supporting them to raise livestock and to better process and market
their products.

4.

Livestock keepers shall have the right to participate in the identification
of research needs and research design with respect to their genetic
resources, as is mandated by the principle of Prior Informed
Consent.

5.

Livestock keepers shall have the rights to effectively access information
on issues related to their local breeds and livestock diversity.
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